
Practice
The art of repetition. Say what? The art of repetition. What do you mean? There is an art to 
repeating things? Yeah. There is. The art of repetition. Get it? Think so....say on. Say more
The art of repetition. The flow, the rhythm, the rhyme. All set to time. Over time. Through time. 
With a purpose or none at all, it just is. But just isn't. It grows on you, with you, by you, over you, 
it just does. It do what it do just because it does what it does.
Wait, stop. What? We are talking about an art, right? Sure. It's how it repeats. No. Is not...say it 
again... It's the way of purposefully or accidentally shaping something into what it is or going to 
be. Ok, that makes some sense. Shaping. Modeling. Changing. Repeat. Right? Right!
First you stumble, then you fall, then you trip, then you try, then you think, then you twist, then 
you manage, then you move, then it flows, then it starts to swag, then, you get it. Bit by bit, it 
becomes automatic. Click, it grows, it flows, feel the groove as you move, it's just ooohhhh. Slip, 
no, slide maybe, jive...oh yeah

It is work for sure, but doesn't always feel so. Can be fun. Can be hot. Can be 
spicy. It's the right blend of effort repeated over time. Two steps forward, one 
step back maybe two. Ultimately change happens. At first slow, then more 
meaningful even purposeful. Then, the time space continuum changes and 
even leaps forward as this newness takes hold and the new becomes normal, 
ordinary even, and momentum takes reign. 

The art. Yes, the art. There is a state of art here. The state of the art. Repeat that? Design. 
Purpose. Grit. Determination. Direction. Mix that up with repetition and you get a masterpiece. 
You're sure? Sure. No...Rest assured, the best of it is art. Got it.
Like a concert pianist, it's not overnight, may look that way...but trust..it took very skillful 
dedication focused on one point over long stretches of time to make that singular moment a 
masterpiece. Countless hours doing one thing. Over. And over. And over. And over again. Past 
the point of pain. Past the point of boredom. Past the point of elation. Past the point of point. 
Just to the point of full automation. Just that intersection where thought and action merge into a 
singularity. The meta and physical merge. Just to exist as one. 
Then...then..then..the process repeats with another skill, another routine, another round, 
another go. Before you know it, many a complex routines start to merge together seamlessly 
and the pages become a canvas of beautiful harmony that flows and moves and transforms the 
listeners who marvel at the beautiful journey the pianist put them through never once realizing it 
was just a bunch of boring routines. That's the art or repetition.
All that majestic fine art is yours for the taking if you're willing to just practice at it. Work the craft. 
Work the machine. Work the body. Push some. Rest some. Learn some. Try some. Fail some. 
Repeat. Work the mind. Work the soul. Work the system. Repeat. Try. Try. Go. Do. Get it down. 
Get it done. Repeat. Practice. Practice. Practice. Repeat. 
Get it? Got it. 


